Abstract: Multiple factors constrain smallholder agriculture and farmers’ adaptive capacities under changing climates, including access to information to support context appropriate farm decision-making. Current approaches to geographic information dissemination to smallholders, such as the rural extension model, are limited, yet advancements in internet and communication technologies (ICTs) could help augment these processes through the provision of agricultural geographic information (AGI) directly to farmers. We analysed recent ICT initiatives for communicating climate and agriculture-related information to smallholders for improved livelihoods and climate change adaptation. Through the critical analysis of initiatives, we identified opportunities for the success of future AGI developments. We systematically examined 27 AGI initiatives reported in academic and grey literature (e.g., organisational databases). Important factors identified for the success of initiatives include affordability, language(s), community partnerships, user collaboration, high quality and locally-relevant information through low-tech platforms, organisational trust, clear business models, and adaptability. We propose initiatives should be better-targeted to deliver AGI to regions in most need of climate adaptation assistance, including SE Asia, the Pacific, and the Caribbean. Further assessment of the most effective technological approaches is needed. Initiatives should be independently assessed for evaluation of their uptake and success, and local communities should be better-incorporated into the development of AGI initiatives.
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1. Introduction

The agricultural industry is supported by 500 million smallholder farms, responsible for approximately 56% of global agricultural production [1,2]. Smallholder farmers are increasingly resource-poor and confronted by challenges associated with climate change, natural disasters, resource availability and access, and food insecurity [1,3]. Global climatic changes are influencing crop growth and yield, water balances, input availability, and agricultural system management components [4], with ensuing impacts on farming practices [5–7]. Smallholders are faced with both long-term climate stressors and short-term shocks [8]. Geographic variability in climate impacts coupled with low levels of coping and adaptive capacity results in high levels of vulnerability for marginalised farmers [9–11].
Vulnerability varies geographically (often at very local levels). This arises from the complexity of smallholder livelihoods, with multiple on-farm/off-farm activities [12], variation in asset levels and market orientation [13], local (within-farm) variability in productivity [14], gendered roles and access to resources [15], and differential capacity to manage risk [16], affecting smallholder capacity to respond and adapt to climatic challenges.

Incorporating geographic components (i.e., locational properties) into information for climate adaptation is valuable for enhancing environmental decision-making in high risk sectors, such as agriculture. Rapid advancements in geographic information technologies (e.g., geographic information systems (GIS)) and the availability of geospatial data allow for sophisticated capture, analysis, storage, dissemination and access of information across space and time. Concurrently, advancements in information communication technologies (ICTs) (e.g., short message service (SMS); smartphones; Web 2.0), have further increased the usability of geographic information derived from a diversity of sources [17].

Note, while popularity in use of the term geospatial has grown (e.g., geospatial web [18]; geospatial semantics [19]), ambiguity remains over the difference between geospatial and geographic information. Geographic describes information with a reference to Earth’s surface and near-surface [20], and geospatial data has been defined as location properties (any descriptive information about the location or area of, and relationships among geographic features) related to any terrestrial feature/phenomena [21]. We adopt the term geographic information/data, despite much of the material reviewed employing the term geospatial. We consider geographic information to be any information to which location on the Earth is a relevant feature, including both explicit and implicit [22] locational data.

Geographic information used within the agriculture sector—here termed agricultural geographic information (AGI)—is increasingly available to smallholders, yet uptake is limited. Despite a range of geographic information types, such as remote sensing, household surveys, or climate/market reports, accessibility and/or availability is often not in useful/usable formats. Traditionally, information provision to smallholders in developing countries is provided via agricultural extension organisations through farmer field schools, innovation networks and farming associations [23]. However, resource constraints and the diverse needs of smallholders limit the flow of top-down information [24]. For example, resource constraints of agricultural extension staff have been identified as a challenge under climate change in the South Pacific [25] and the lack of transparency and connectivity a constraint to information delivery in India [26].

To this end, we suggest a different or complementary model to supply smallholders with information is necessary, whereby smallholders can harness AGI to make better-informed and cost-saving decisions [27]. Using ICTs to communicate with farmers directly offers a potential for AGI to enhance sustainable agriculture [28], particularly through resources provision for increasing climate resilience at multiple landscape scales [29]. For example, access to geographic information regarding which drought-resistant crops to plant, including when and how, may increase smallholders’ capacities to prepare for and withstand such long term climate stresses. Or, localised and context-specific weather forecasts delivered directly to farmers’ mobile phones may allow timely decisions and mitigating actions to be taken that reduce the impacts of storms on farming livelihoods. The World Bank, African Development Bank, and African union claim that the greatest opportunities for economic growth and poverty alleviation (in Africa) are provided by ICTs in the agriculture industry [30]. Yet, the evidence base for ICT and use of AGI to support adaptive capacity of smallholders is poorly documented [31]. Baumüller [32] argues that the potential use of ICTs, such as mobile services for smallholder agriculture remains largely unfulfilled. Consequently, here we review recent trends and approaches to utilising geographic information and ICTs for agriculture, and in particular, initiatives for communicating climate and other agriculture-related information to smallholder farmers for improved livelihood security, climate change adaptation and landscape resilience. Our aim is not only to contribute to rectifying the dearth of systematically documented and analysed uses of ICTs in smallholder agriculture, but also to uncover valuable lessons for the design and application of future
AGI initiatives. We achieve this through a systematic review of multi-source literature to address the following research questions:

i. What are the key challenges that AGI initiatives aim to address?

ii. What technological approaches have been adopted to provide AGI to smallholder farmers?

iii. Who are the target users of AGI initiatives and how have initiatives been adopted?

iv. What are the factors promoting or limiting the success of AGI initiatives?

We acknowledge that earlier review works exist on related topics with similar aims and methods to those we present here. The Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations (FAO) [33] reviewed a decade of ICT advancements with applications to agriculture and rural development presenting important findings, such as the significant influence of elements like quality partnerships and the digital divide on project success. But this report was largely descriptive and based on a narrow selection of projects and therefore lacks the analytical depth and rigour associated with our systematic review of AGI initiatives. The World Bank [34] also produced a report on ICT in agriculture, but a similar critique to above could be applied. Baumüller [32] systematically analysed the impact of various mobile services for smallholder agriculture, offering useful lessons for future service developments and an assessment of current shortcomings, including a lack of useful empirical evidence and limitations to current methodologies for evaluating project impact. Our work differs in that it is not constrained to examining only mobile services, but includes a broader range of ICTs used in AGI initiatives, and specifically considers delivery of information of a geographic nature. Duncombe [35] also analysed mobile phone use for agriculture in developing countries, and again, our work examines a more technologically-diverse breadth of AGI initiatives. Further, our work includes the review of AGI initiatives found and described in multiple sources, as opposed to reviews based on only practice-based literature (e.g., [34]) or academic research articles (e.g., [35]).

We first provide a brief background to geographic information and farmer information needs in agriculture, followed by a detailed methodology, presentation of results and discussion in relation to the stated research questions, with particular emphasis on lessons learned from examining a broad range of AGI initiatives. We conclude by identifying critical knowledge gaps and future opportunities.

2. Geographic Information in Agriculture

AGI encompasses a wide range of information types and can be provided through a similarly wide range of technologies. This includes any agricultural information provided through ICTs that has a geographic component, such as location-specific information delivered via SMS, telephone or the Internet, as well as geographic information produced through more sophisticated technological approaches, such as GIS mapping and spatial modelling. GIS technologies provide flexible spatially-explicit tools that support decision making for environmental and natural resource management [36]. Combined with remote sensing technologies, mapping, modelling and monitoring environmental change aids climate change adaptation and mitigation initiatives across the agriculture sector [37,36]. These technologies have contributed to advances in precision agriculture and improved crop management in commercial broad acre agriculture [39–41], yet AGI utilisation by smallholders remains limited. Reflecting on successes from other sectors, geographic information has been used to respond to natural disasters and increase community resilience across a range of environments [42,43], and resilience building in the agricultural sector, particularly in smallholder communities, has similar use potential. Such an aspiration aligns well with the concept of climate smart agriculture (CSA)—to increase food and livelihood security, and farming and landscape resilience [8,44,45]—but explicitly identifies smallholders’ needs for improved information access to enable better decision making for sustainable agriculture.
2.1. Information Needs of Smallholders

Smallholder farmers require diverse information to support their livelihoods, with development in the agriculture sector dependent on success in generating, sharing, and applying knowledge [1,46]. Information can be obtained from scientists, educators, advisors, policy makers, and informal networks and smallholders themselves [31]. Information needs differ between farmers based on multiple factors, including socio-economic circumstance, literacy levels, access to resources, size of landholding, and agroclimatic conditions [28]. These factors, in conjunction with a range of socio-political conditions, such as governance structures, cultural norms and gender roles, influence how different individuals obtain and seek (applicable) information (e.g., [47]).

2.1.1. Information Availability

Availability of appropriate climate change adaptation information for smallholders often varies by geography and culture. For example, public media and personal experience form dominant information sources amongst Vietnamese farmers [48]. Conversely, in India, farmers rely on external experts such as non-governmental agricultural research for advice, despite their long histories of traditional knowledge [49]. Less formal agricultural knowledge transfer takes place through face-to-face interactions and verbal communication via mobile phones in rural communities [49]. Television, radio, agriculture offices/departments, neighbours and progressive farmers provide the most useful information sources, at least in part due to exposure and availability [50]. Further, the availability of precise and timely weather-based agro-advisory messages are useful in making informed and cost-saving decisions regarding cultivation conditions [27].

2.1.2. Information Accessibility

Information is commonly delivered to farmers through agriculture extension and advisory services [23]. Primarily top-down approaches, these transfer technologies, skills and knowledge to rural farmers and families to enhance crop/livestock production systems, household food security, and livelihoods, through increasing incomes, nutrition, education, and strengthening natural resource management [3]. However, several deficiencies of extension systems restrict their effectiveness, including limited staff, rigid organisation, poor capacity, a top-down linear culture, weak links to the research sector, and limited reach to farmers [28]. In India, for example, there are many [often duplicate] extension systems, yet the majority of farmers still suffer from inadequate information access [28]. Compounding these issues, women in rural communities bear considerable proportions of farming workloads, but have limited roles in receiving information and making decisions (see [27]). Women are often poorer with less land ownership and have difficulty accessing agricultural information from sources aside from other farmers [51]. Munyna [52] argues that women being ill-informed about technologies, markets, and other agriculture information is detrimental to agricultural development.

2.1.3. Information Applicability

Scale of agricultural systems can influence who has access to [relevant] information. For example, national information produced at the government level may not be effective for improving farming practices at more localised scales. At the local scale, farmer field schools are a variation of extension services. Small groups of farmers routinely gather to observe and evaluate potential suitability of agricultural interventions for their farms [53]. This approach also builds social capital, but often exhibits fiscal limitations [54]. Researchers have argued for an increased emphasis on local rather than global initiatives in developing countries with improved relevance and applicability of information (see [55]). This includes the exchange of knowledge in appropriate formats that respect the oral traditions of many indigenous cultures [56].
3. Methodology

To identify AGI initiatives for analysis, literature was assessed from (i) peer-reviewed academic journals, and (ii) projects listed elsewhere or in grey literature, such as through government/non-government organisation, and other key development organisations and/or private sector agency databases. Assessing academic literature involved multiple keyword searches of the Web of Science Core Collection database, which focused on the topic areas of information, climate, and agriculture practices (in that hierarchical order) (Figure 1). Articles were constrained to include only current or recent literature (published after the year 2000; the time period considered to represent the growth of relevant geographic information, the internet, and other ICTs; when mobile technology penetration rates began to expand in developing countries [32]), those published in English language, and only items with full-text versions available. We acknowledge relevant literature will also exist in other languages, such as French, Spanish, Mandarin, or Hindi, among others, and hence incapacity to analyse non-English sources is a limitation of this study [57]. Articles which met all criteria (n = 156) were read and either entered into a spreadsheet for summarisation and analysis, or discarded if deemed not relevant. Assessment of relevance was made in relation to the research questions presented in Section 1. An article may have met all search criteria by using geographic information technologies to examine some aspect of improving agricultural practices in the context of climate change, but if the article did not describe initiatives specifically for communicating such information with farmers it was deemed not applicable to our research questions and thus was excluded. This process was performed initially by one author, and afterwards verified by another. Articles were also discarded if they only provided duplication (e.g., multiple articles describing the same initiative).

![Flow diagram for the academic literature search resulting in 11 relevant papers (12 agricultural geographic information (AGI) initiatives) for analysis (see Table 1 for sources). * One paper described multiple initiatives.](image)

Assessing grey literature involved identifying databases, sources, agencies, and other websites that may contain information on relevant community, agriculture and climate-related AGI initiatives. Where a database had a large number of initiatives, filtering based on keywords (in line with those presented in Figure 1) produced a subset which was manually reviewed for inclusion in a database used for summarisation and analysis. Grey literature assessment was inherently less systematic and could not be automated, and we note the limitation to findings for inclusion in this paper, as once a perceived cross-section of different types of initiatives was obtained the search was ceased. This resulted in
15 AGI initiatives identified. In total, 27 individual AGI initiatives were identified through the above scholarly and grey literature search methods (See Table 1). All initiatives were summarised and analysed in a spreadsheet according to key information relevant for answering the predefined research questions. This included descriptive information (such as initiative name, source, and year), target location and users, initiative aims and approach to achieving aims, climate-related challenges being addressed (short and long term), geographic technologies adopted, the participatory nature of each initiative, adoption and usage information, and details of if/how the initiative was evaluated and by whom.

Table 1. All AGI initiatives identified for this review, including description, target locations and source.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initiative</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Targeted Country or Region</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture Monitoring System</td>
<td>Agriculture monitoring system and technologies for collecting, analysing, and disseminating information. Includes satellite remote sensing, GIS, and mobile GPS. Provides a knowledge base for government, NGOs, rural communities and other stakeholders that will aid sustainable land use and agriculture.</td>
<td>Afghanistan</td>
<td>[58]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airtel Kilimo</td>
<td>Mobile phone and SMS advisory service. Dissemination of information related to crops, weather and market prices for improved farmer livelihood security.</td>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>[59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avaaj Otalo</td>
<td>Top-down mobile phone advisory service. Delivery of weather, crop, fertiliser and other agriculture information to farmers. Addresses shortcomings of the extension system.</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>[60]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate Wizard Tool</td>
<td>Web-based system for climate change data analysis and mapping. Provides practical information for local and regional agriculture managers. Facilitates advanced statistical analyses for more technical users.</td>
<td>Global</td>
<td>[61]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CROPROTECT</td>
<td>Internet and smartphone application utilising GIS and Google Earth. Knowledge exchange system for farmers to acquire and share information relating to pest, weed and disease management.</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>[62]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Green</td>
<td>Participatory videos (local languages) used to involve local communities in sharing scientific agriculture information and local knowledge to improve livelihoods through better and more adaptive farming practices.</td>
<td>India, Ghana, Ethiopia</td>
<td>[53,63]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farmer Decision Support System (FDSS)</td>
<td>Advisory information for registered farmers via SMS to assist farming decisions e.g., when and how to plant, harvest, fertilise and manage crops. 7-day weather forecasts also provided.</td>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>[64]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farmforce</td>
<td>SMS and smartphone application to link farmers with other actors in the agro-value chain to reduce transaction costs, aid compliance with food standards, and increase information exchange.</td>
<td>Asia, Africa, Latin America</td>
<td>[65]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geospatial Information for Rice Crop Monitoring (GIRCM)</td>
<td>Agriculture information derived from image classification and rice crop area estimation to enhance food security. Still in proposal stage.</td>
<td>Afghanistan</td>
<td>[66]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Farmers Fertiliser Cooperative (IFFCO) Kisan Agriculture App</td>
<td>Smartphone application to provide crop information in various formats for enhanced decision making. Aimed at farmers who are receptive to new technologies and business approaches.</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>[67]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Technology and Indigenous Knowledge with Intelligence (ITIKI)</td>
<td>Early warning system that integrates information from sensor networks and local knowledge on droughts. Communication using SMS, mobile phone calls, website posts, digital billboards and radio broadcasts to disseminate forecast information to farmers.</td>
<td>Kenya, Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
<td>[68]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iska</td>
<td>GPS-located weather forecasts (various time intervals) distributed via SMS to farmers to improve decision making and reduce weather-related crop losses.</td>
<td>West Africa</td>
<td>[69,70]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiative</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Targeted Country or Region</td>
<td>Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jayalaxmi Agro Tech</td>
<td>Crop-specific smartphone applications for access to agriculture, horticulture and animal husbandry information (English and regional languages).</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>[71]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LandCaRe DSS</td>
<td>Spatial simulation modelling to produce information for stakeholders and farmers involved in decision making related to land management and long-term impacts of climate change at regional and farm scales.</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>[72]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile geospatial information for African farmers (MGIAF)</td>
<td>Mobile phone alerts regarding purchasing of drought-tolerant crops for farmers in remote regions. GIS maps for extension officers and community development workers for information dissemination to farmers.</td>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>[73]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile market information service (MMIS)</td>
<td>SMS request service for rural farmers to receive information on market information (e.g., product prices) to improve selling practices and decision making.</td>
<td>Papua New Guinea</td>
<td>[74]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile soil information for African farmers (MSIAF)</td>
<td>Web-mapping platform for providing soil information to farmers and government workers. Accessed via the internet or mobile phone.</td>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>[73]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(M)obile Solutions</td>
<td>Mobile phone voice and SMS messages (Hindi or a local language) sent to farmers. Contain information relating to weather, pests, seed varieties, climate change and climate-smart technologies. Provides recommended actions. Option for farmers to provide feedback to inform future messaging.</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>[27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participatory Mapping Disaster Risk Reduction Local Knowledge (PMDRRLK)</td>
<td>Participatory approaches and co-produced mapping to improve local resilience to climate change related hazards and increase the use of local environmental knowledge.</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>[75]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plantwise Knowledge Bank</td>
<td>Online and smartphone-based knowledge bank with pest identification tools and factsheets on plant health to aid community farming.</td>
<td>Global</td>
<td>[62]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Monsoon</td>
<td>National meteorological information and local knowledge for weather forecasts disseminated to fishermen via social media and the internet, landline and mobile phones, and loudspeakers positioned in fishing communities.</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>[76]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SmartScape</td>
<td>Internet and GIS tool to allow users to experiment with policy options, predict cropping system changes, and compare cropping scenarios. Produces information to be shared with stakeholders, such as policymakers, community agriculture groups, or non-government organisations.</td>
<td>United States of America</td>
<td>[77]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sowing Application</td>
<td>Smartphone application and SMS used to advise registered farmers best times for sowing seeds based on soil health indicators and rainfall and weather information. Alerts issued for extreme weather conditions that may damage crops or impact farmers.</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>[78]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tigo Kilimo</td>
<td>Mobile phone dissemination of information on weather, crops and markets for enhanced decision making to improve food security, livelihoods and household income for farmers.</td>
<td>Tanzania</td>
<td>[51]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watershed Management Information System (WATMIS)</td>
<td>Web-based information and decision support system integrating soil, vegetation, climate and other environment information to assist agriculturalists, resource managers and the rural extension community in managing water scarcity.</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>[79]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World AgroMeteorological Information Service (WAMIS)</td>
<td>Web-server for disseminating agrometeorological products and information bulletins. Provides knowledge and training to large numbers of agriculture stakeholders cost effectively via the internet.</td>
<td>Global</td>
<td>[80]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Results

4.1. AGI Initiatives

Target users of the AGI initiatives and the key challenges they seek to address are reflected in the distribution of where implementation occurred (see Table 1 for name and summary description of each initiative). Initiatives were concentrated in the global south, particularly south Asia, and east/west Africa. India and Kenya were highlighted as individual countries with the highest numbers of initiatives reviewed. Initiatives largely targeted smallholder farmers and rural communities \((n = 18)\). Some AGI initiatives specifically targeted women farmers (Tigo Kilimo), farmers with low education levels (Tigo Kilimo), fishing households (Radio Monsoon), and progressive farmers more receptive to new technologies and practices (IFFCO Kisan Agriculture App). These target user groups are synonymous with those of more traditional approaches to agricultural extension and advisory services \([3]\). Other target users included scientists (e.g., PMDRRLK), governments (Smartscape), the agriculture extension community (WATMIS), NGOs and conservation organisations (Agriculture Monitoring System; Smartscape; LandCaRe DSS), risk management agencies (PMDRRLK), and the private sector (Agriculture Monitoring System).

Almost all initiatives adopted a top-down approach \((n = 23)\), with only a few employing bottom-up practices (Digital Green, PMDRRLK and CROPROTECT). Greater emphasis was on communicating AGI to farmers, or providing a service that farmers can receive information from, rather than working with farmers to utilise AGI to support livelihoods. Of the initiatives adopting a bottom-up approach, Digital Green identified ‘champions’ from a local community to film and edit videos on new farming practices and topics, such as health (outputs were in local languages and topic selections were informed by scientists). Videos were then screened regularly in the community to share learnings. The localised participatory nature of Digital Green was important for people to relate to AGI information and increased adoption of sustainable livelihood practices throughout the community. IFFCO directly targeted progressive farmers, or those more likely to trial and adopt new practices based on capacity, circumstance, and interest. This assumed that farmers who receive AGI through the app, and adopt new practices, will then influence others in the community, either directly through sharing learnings or indirectly through demonstrated success.

4.1.1. Agro-Climatic Challenges Being Addressed

Many initiatives addressed climate adaptation of farmers through increasing livelihood security \((n = 19)\), with some initiatives specifically aiming to increase household income or food security \((n = 15)\). Several initiatives focus on addressing both long-term and short-term climate change to combat adverse impacts on livelihoods \([53]\) and agricultural productivity \([60]\). In Kenya, where rainfed agriculture supports the majority of subsistence livelihoods, ITIKI sought to address the challenge of limited rainfall monitoring through the development of an integrated communication framework for indigenous knowledge and scientific drought forecast information. In Tunisia, issues of agricultural water wastage and mal-management of resources were being addressed by WSN-DSS, supporting farmers with weather information, improved irrigation scheduling and water management. In rural Africa, MSIAF aimed to mitigate the long-term stress of drought by alerting farmers to market locations to purchase drought-tolerant beans. Initiatives addressing short-term climate shocks were largely related to weather variability, including increased frequency and intensity of meteorological natural disasters (PMDRRLK; WAMIS; iska; Digital Green), extreme conditions like hailstorms and unseasonal rains (Sowing Application), and erratic weather (Radio Monsoon; (M)obile Solutions).

4.1.2. Technological Provisioning to Smallholder Farmers

Various technologies were utilised in the AGI initiatives (Figure 2). MMIS, Tigo Kilimo, Airtel Kilimo, (M)obile Solutions, and FDSS provided simple weather, crop or market information to farmers via low-tech tools, such as SMS and mobile phones, whereby farmers could either receive automatic
updates (push notifications) or request information through SMS request or calling a helpline. Varying degrees of complexity were built into these basic mobile phone-based solutions. The inclusion of multiple languages and a peer-to-peer chat function were provided in the Airtel Kilimo mobile service. iska harnessed GPS technology to provide location-specific weather information via SMS. Other AGI initiatives employed internet capabilities to develop custom platforms and smartphone applications, expanding the possible information services offered in terms of both content and format, including support of images, video, animation, interactive content and maps, and hyperlinks to additional online resources. Jayalaxmi Agro Tech offered a range of crop-specific smartphone applications that aimed to enhance food and livelihood security by providing text, audio and visual content on crop information, pricing analytics, and on-demand weather to farmers in English and local languages. Similarly, IFFCO Kisan Agriculture App and Sowing Application aided farmer decision making through the provision of crop or weather information through text, voice, photo and video content. Plantwise Knowledge Bank used smartphones to augment their community-based information exchange activities by pooling information into a central resource for farmers and stakeholders to access; this is particularly useful for remote access by individuals. While GPS was explicitly stated for few AGI initiatives (WATMIS; iska; Agriculture Monitoring System), other initiatives using smart devices likely exploited this technology to provide their locational services.

Figure 2. Technologies featured in reviewed AGI initiatives.

Some web-based platform initiatives included and disseminated more data-rich geographic information, such as fine resolution satellite imagery e.g., WATMIS and Agriculture Monitoring System. Satellite imagery and other forms of remote sensing are valuable for detailed depictions of landscape environments and remote capture of data [82]. In Afghanistan, experimentation with methods of classifying satellite imagery was undertaken to strengthen national capacity on rice crop monitoring for sustainable development and food security (GIRCM). WATMIS incorporated GIS and remote sensing data for viable and cost-effective integrated watershed and natural resource planning and management, used by agriculturalists, rural communities and extension services, and land managers. Many AGI initiatives used GIS in combination with ICTs to increase landscape resilience. For example, environmental mapping of drought extent, soils and crops were disseminated to extension workers and farmers, through mobile phones (MSIAF). Online capabilities of technologies have allowed user feedback and sharing of local knowledge for a range of applications, in particular, through social media and crowdsourcing platforms [17]. Radio Monsoon included social media through multiple AGI dissemination methods, and participatory mapping activities that harness local knowledge were used in PMDRLK. Aside from these two initiatives, social media was absent in all other initiatives. More traditional and primitive forms of information communication, such as radio, loudspeakers and billboards in communities were utilised in some initiatives (e.g., Radio Monsoon; ITIKI).
4.1.3. Adoption of Initiatives

Our review identified limited details of AGI initiative adoption details, with a number being at the proposal, pilot or development stage \((n = 10)\). For those with uptake statistics, assessments of adoption were complex. While the number of users or downloads (e.g., of a smartphone application) of an initiative seemed a standard measure of uptake, more nuanced patterns and differences between numbers of downloads, active users, repeat users, and those who implemented changes to their livelihood practices were also observed. Tigo Kilimo reported 400,000 registered users in two years. Of these, 61% were repeat users, with many trialling the service once but not returning. 30% of users reported continued use with concurrent use of new agricultural practices or growing new crops more likely. 39% were more likely to experience increased income than those not engaging with the service. An analogous service, Airtel Kilimo, reported similar adoption patterns, observing 6432 of their total 22,438 registered users (December 2014) as active, with approximately 50% of users implementing farming changes. IFFCO Kisan Agriculture App reported 170,000 users (October 2016), of which 10–20% were estimated to be active. Iska self-reported to have reached more than 80,000 farmers [70] and sent more than 8.5 million weather forecasts [71]. However, no data were provided on how farmers benefited from this service, or how weather forecasts improved livelihoods and were received/read. Digital Green claimed to have reached one million individuals across 13,592 villages through their participatory video approach, with 574,222 farmers adopting at least one of the best-practice video promotions. Yet, similar to iska, no data were available regarding individuals that have/have not implemented new practices, and why uptake has/has not occurred.

4.2. Factors Promoting or Limiting AGI Success

Given the results of the initiatives reviewed, four cross-cutting themes emerged which are important for promoting or limiting the success of AGI initiatives for climate change adaptation: Farmer capacity, delivery approach, technology used, and the organisation delivering the information (summarised in Table 2).

| Table 2. Summary of factors promoting and limiting the success of AGI initiatives for addressing key agro-climatic challenges. |
|---|---|
| **Factors Promoting Success** | **Factors Limiting Success** |
| **Farmer capacity** | | |
| Affordability to farmers | Participation capacity (exclusion through gender, costs, digital divide) |
| Available languages | Limited languages |
| **Approach** | | |
| Partnerships with existing community groups | Methods for incorporating community knowledge into GIS |
| User collaboration/sharing | Purely top-down approach—lack of interactivity |
| Farmers involved in design | User registration required |
| **Technological** | | |
| High quality, locally-relevant information | Acquisition and sourcing of suitable and quality information/data |
| Low tech and user friendly—ease of use | Availability and capacity of telecommunications infrastructure |
| Allows participant feedback—interactivity functionality | Personal and community information security |
| **Organisational** | | |
| Organisational trust | Low user retention |
| Potential for expansion—agile service | (In)ability to reach target users |
| Marketing and endorsements | |
| Clear business model, including funding | Funding of initiatives |
4.2.1. Farmer Capacity

The most sophisticated AGI initiatives may be ineffective if target users are unable to access or utilise the information. Various socio-economic factors potentially limit accessibility for smallholder farmers, e.g., the level of disposable income required to acquire and/or access technologies like the internet, computers, smartphones, or televisions. Even relatively low-cost technologies like mobile phones may be inaccessible for many individuals, particularly in developing nations [83]. Consequently, poorer farmers are disadvantaged with increased difficulty in accessing AGI, despite often being the most in need. With reference to increasing participation in CROPROTECT, Bruce [62] described a lessening of digital divides in recent years, but poorer minorities still may lack access to ICTs. Communication technologies for enhancing knowledge access are often most beneficial for younger and more highly educated individuals [49]. Conversely, Bojovic et al. [84] demonstrated a weakening of digital divides for online participation in climate adaptation with groups that are typically excluded appearing as active participants (e.g., older or uneducated individuals). The contrasting ability of geographic information and ICTs to disproportionately benefit those who have access could be exacerbated if existing socioeconomic divisions within and across communities become greater [85].

One measure to increase farmer capacity is to incorporate local and additional languages in AGI initiatives, to ensure the usefulness of information and geographic information reach to maximise farmers benefitted. Information services provided only in English, for example, reduce the capacity of farmers who have first/only language to access the information. Producing and providing content in local languages facilitates comprehension and immediate connection with the local community (see Digital Green; [63]). However, using a local language alone reduces opportunities to expand platform use into other populations/geographical areas. Provision of information in both local/regional and national/international languages increases the probability of meeting a target user’s preference [59]. Projects incorporating detailed information in multiple languages relevant to the scale of operation, including regional and local dialects (e.g., Airtel Kilimo, Jayalaxmi Agro Tech, and Digital Green) are likely to exhibit improved information dissemination and utilisation.

4.2.2. Approach

Approaches with participatory elements offer multiple potential benefits over purely top-down approaches. Where individuals can share their own information with others and/or feedback with AGI initiative developers they may feel their input is more valued and subsequently more interconnected to build community resilience [86]. Partnering with existing community groups can be a useful approach to increasing community participation. Digital Green leveraged community groups, such as women’s self-help groups or farmers’ groups by actively partnering with government, non-government, and private agencies with strong integration and relationships with communities, and cites these partnerships as critical to their success. Whilst having users involved in initiative development is beneficial, requiring registration for participation is seen as a limiting factor. Registering and then subscribing to content causes confusion with some users and has deterred people from using AGI services ([59]; e.g., CROPROTECT).

4.2.3. Technological

A major consideration for the successful implementation of any AGI initiative is the availability and capacity of the information and telecommunications infrastructure. This includes infrastructure for capturing and disseminating information, and for farmers to receive and use it. For example, if an initiative requires high-speed internet access to deliver high-resolution images/videos, then internet coverage is essential, as is the accessibility of affordable internet-enabled devices and data plans. Similarly, if AGI initiatives are designed to include mechanisms for user participation and feedback, then necessary ICT functionalities are required to facilitate interactivity. Many of the reviewed initiatives emphasised the importance of low-tech, user-friendly technological platforms, especially
for those with low digital literacy. Additionally, the information itself is important in AGI initiatives, particularly in relation to content, quality and scale. High quality and trustworthy, locally-relevant information is most useful; sourcing and compiling such data can be technologically-challenging for the success of AGI projects [59]. Jayalaxmi Agro Tech attempted to ensure information was relevant to users by developing multiple smartphone applications specific to individual crops and livestock, whereby farmers can select an app to receive only relevant advice to their own farming practices. Attention also needs to be paid to ensuring the security and privacy of users and the data they might supply to the system, particularly in approaches that encourage public participation.

4.2.4. Organisational

Organisational factors include the organisation responsible for developing and implementing the AGI initiative and the kind of support an initiative receives. Initial funding and ongoing financial capital for maintenance, management, and information sourcing are vital for AGI initiatives. Monetary uncertainty may result in premature cessation of an initiative. Funded by a university competition prize, Radio Monsoon was received very positively by village fisherman and the local forecasters. However, the initiative ceased after two years of operation, as funding was no longer available [76]. Many of the reviewed initiatives were developed by universities and funded by external grants/agencies which resulted in uncertain or short-term initiative lifespans (<5 years) and funding unpredictability. This is problematic for climate change adaptation as climate impacts and building livelihood resilience occur over longer timeframes and multiple generations. Programs that are supported financially and in-kind by multiple sources congruently, including through local and international partnerships with the private sector, government agencies, non-government bodies, and the research sector, such as FDSS, and with a clear business model to manage these funds, appear to have greater success and longevity through decreased pressures of financial insecurity.

Reaching and maintaining users is essential for the success of any AGI initiative. Product marketing is imperative to reach users of relevance, and to raise awareness of initiative existence and accessibility. IFFCO Kisan Agriculture App utilised an existing mobile phone service with relevant potential users to target uptake. Search engine optimisation and social media sites can also provide effective and affordable marketing tools [67], but accessibility to these technologies and services is reflective of farmer socio-economic development levels. The IFFCO Kisan Agriculture App social media marketing strategy was augmented by the addition of local celebrity endorsements. GSMA [59] describe marketing and user retention challenges linked to brand identity and loyalty. Airtel Kilimo is provided to farmers through Kenyan mobile network provider Airtel, and multiple ownership, name and brand changes of Airtel have negatively impacted customer loyalty, and thus initiative uptake. Conversely, good reputation and high organisational trust can foster the success of AGI initiatives through user loyalty, sharing of positive experiences and promotion to other farmers (e.g., Tigo Kilimo).

5. Future Potential of AGI

We reflect upon the results and cross-cutting themes discussed above to recommend future avenues for ensuring successful adoption of AGI initiatives by smallholders for climate change adaptation and mitigation.

5.1. Geographical Targeting

Observational factors (Table 2) suggest that both demand- (by the need for climate adaptation solutions) and opportunity- (by the growth of populations with functional access to required ICTs) driven AGI initiatives are important. Geographical targeting of regions currently not utilising AGI initiatives could substantially benefit smallholder farmers in areas highly impacted by changing climates. Regarding regions of high climate change vulnerability and areas predicted for severe climate impacts on agriculture, various reports identify South and Southeast Asia, Africa, Caribbean nations, and small island developing states (SIDS), such as Vanuatu, Samoa and Tonga (see [4,87–89]. Nations
in some of these regions already have targeted AGI initiatives (e.g., India, Afghanistan, and parts of Africa), but many other global priority areas remain untargeted. Further research is needed to expound the reasons for these geographical gaps, and for smallholders in these countries to develop appropriate AGI strategies utilising either existing or new infrastructure, technologies, or platforms that will be most effective for the populations of those regions. Vulnerable climate regions generally coincide with areas of increasing access to ICTs, with fast-growing global internet penetration rates observed in Africa, the Middle East, Latin America, and Asia (2000–2017; [90]).

5.2. Types of Information and Information Technologies

Better understanding of the types of information and technologies that are most useful is needed to target users more effectively. A detailed SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats) analysis of technologies would be valuable, specifically to determine which technological approaches would most effectively deliver AGI to smallholders impacted by digital divides, for example, impoverished and uneducated farmers, women, and those in regions where access to ICT is limited. Mobile phones and SMS can be especially useful technologies for communicating AGI to smallholder farmers as necessary infrastructure is often already present, and data requirements/costs are comparatively low; in many rural regions, mobile phones are often accessible for farmers where other technologies are limited [1,59]. However, credit costs and access to electricity for charging phones can prohibit farmers’ use of mobile technologies [83]. Additionally, the information disseminated via mobile phone may be limited by the text- or voice-only format. Technological, resource (cost), and skill components required to access and use AGI will present barriers for some farmers, which also impacts the inclusion of farmer feedback and local knowledge in initiatives. If technologies can be harnessed effectively, then community information sharing could promote greater peer learning and social connectedness, and contribute to increased community resilience [86].

5.3. Independent Assessment of Initiatives

Existing initiatives and future AGI projects should be independently assessed to provide robust success evaluations of their approaches. This is essential as current non-standardised, self-evaluative techniques provide no meaningful and comparable measures of AGI initiative effectiveness, and self-published usage statistics are often more aligned with marketing. The observed asymmetrical pattern of registered and active users is not unique to AGI initiatives, and transferability of assessment approaches by other online geographic information services could be investigated, e.g., OpenStreetMap has 0.5 million registered users (2011) with 38% having undertaken some mapping, and 5% classified as active contributors [91]. There is also a need to examine impacts for users with different characteristics (considering factors, such as gender, age, income, ethnicity, social status, religion and others), as usage and impacts will not be homogeneous among heterogeneous populations [32]. Furthermore, how project success is reported and marketed may have important implications for future funding and resource allocations, agriculture and climate policies, research and development directions, and the livelihoods of farmers. Thus, independent standardised approaches to evaluating AGI initiatives with an emphasis on more nuanced measures of success beyond simple user statistics are recommended. Moreover, the trust and collaboration often needed for farmers to adopt new practices and alternative ways of thinking takes time, and processes of social change can occur over generations [44], thus longitudinal assessments are also advised over raw user statistics.

5.4. Inclusivity for Multi-Level Stakeholder Communication

Ballantyne [31] argues the need for inclusive, participatory approaches to knowledge sharing, and to successfully use ICT to support farmers and rural communities, farming communities must be empowered to define their own needs. Public participation in GIS (e.g., participatory mapping by communities) to contribute their own unique spatial knowledge, often with support from government, nongovernmental, university and other organisations engaged in development and land-related
planning [92], can develop community cohesion [93] and facilitate greater local engagement in land-related decision making [94]. Combining local knowledge on coping mechanisms with top-down strategies has enhanced the capacity of rural indigenous communities in SIDS to mitigate and withstand environmental pressures [95]. Additionally, enhancing smallholder social capital can provide opportunities for more effective articulation of individual and community goals/needs to policy makers, researchers and extension providers [3]. Challenges to inclusive AGI participation (e.g., education levels, household resources, local agro-ecological conditions, market access, availability of local producer organisations, and ability/willingness to collaborate and take risks) need careful consideration, particularly regarding equality for women [3]. Baumüller [32] reports for mobile services that study of behavioural factors impacting farmers’ capacity and willingness to participate and/or take risks is a significant research shortfall. Technologies that are adapted to smallholders’ capacity to take risks and integrated with relevant support services [28], especially to reach marginal farmers where traditional extension activities [3] or locations where reliability of traditional farming approaches [70] fall short, may prove useful in uptake of AGI to overcome cultural and socio-economic obstacles.

Underpinning each area of potential are important considerations and limitations to AGI that warrant further understanding. Adoption of AGI and any outcomes for smallholders are limited by the capacity to act on the knowledge or information gained. For example, a farmer may receive information of a locally-relevant drought-resistant crop, but may not have the financial means to acquire it. Capacity for decision making will also influence the success of AGI initiatives, and information provision alone may not result in meaningful change. Information accessibility is just one factor among many that significantly affect adaptation [96]. Improved comprehension is needed regarding how significant livelihood change occurs when farmers adopt AGI. This requires localised studies at the level of those users most affected (smallholder farmer communities). Further, as livelihood change is not a short-term process and may vary geographically, studies should be longitudinal and undertaken in a variety of climate-impacted regions. Significantly, the potential ability for AGI provision and adoption to address long-term systemic vulnerabilities requires further research attention.

6. Summary

Learning from past experiences and innovations to promote a successful climate adaptation and development research agenda for the future is crucial [97]. Under increasing livelihood pressures associated with short term, and long term, climate stressors, we advocate that smallholder farmers require diverse and locally-relevant geographic information to aid adaptation for increased food and livelihood security. As we identify, only a small percentage of targeted users of AGI initiatives we reviewed are using and acting on the information provided, which raises questions of the appropriateness of such approaches for addressing key agro-climatic challenges. Addressing these shortcomings is important for supporting smallholders to overcome global risks of extreme weather events, natural disasters, and failures of climate change mitigation and adaptation [98]. Our analysis has identified key recommendations that will serve as a valuable guide for the success of future AGI developments whereby knowledge gaps and implementation challenges should be addressed, particularly to align with the geographically varying needs of smallholder farmers (e.g., [99,100]. Use of AGI initiatives could greatly aid smallholders to move towards climate-smart agriculture [101] for sustainably increasing productivity [44], improving environmental livelihood security [102], and enhancing landscape resilience under a changing climate [103].
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